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Results
 Read 4x to 10x faster
 Remember 30% more
 Higher level of concentration
 Analyse more easily

High Return On Investment!
SmartReading is a completely different way of reading
SmartReading is a completely different
way of reading. The main difference is that
you do not pronounce the words in your
thoughts, but visually take the pieces of
text and record them in your mind.
The result of this brain-friendly way of
reading is that you read many times faster,
experience
an
increase
in
your
concentration, make better connections
and your memory will improve.

SmartReading Advanced is a unique
approach to training that immediately
delivers
tangible
results
to
you.
SmartReading has been successfully
tested by many MBA students, executives
and managers.
It leads to a substantial reduction of study
time spent on reading stacks of written
texts or digital documents.

 Erased reading blockages
 Adjusted reading strategy
 Removed mental blockages

“I will definitely recommend this
training to others and will come
back to you with my kids when
they are old enough to SmartRead.
Thank you!”

During the training you will already read
three books using the smart method.

Speed-reading or SmartReading?
See the difference for yourself

We are often asked: “what is the
difference between SmartReading and
any other ‘speed’ reading training”. The
answer to this is crucial:
Speed reading teaches you how to read
faster in the same linear manner that you
already know. Your sub-vocalisation is
faster, but this is not “brain-friendly”.
SmartReading on the other hand, will
activate your “visual reading centre”. This
removes impediments and lets you
explore text at your top possible reading
speed whilst also increasing your
comprehension and retaining the text’s
meaning in your long- term memory.

When you have accomplished this,
reading becomes like watching a movie,
which is far more “brain-friendly”. It
becomes fun to read, because you are
able to absorb more material in a shorter
amount of time and with less effort.

“SmartReading Advanced is a unique

and proven approach to operating
at a higher level of learning and
intelligence"

Click to see
the feedback

To support you, you will receive the book
‘SmartReading, Read a book in just one
hour’
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FAQ

Results after the SmartReading Advanced Training
 Your reading speed is 4 to 10 times faster  Feel more relaxed while reading

Timeframe
The training covers three days.

 You remember 30% more

 The fear of missing information is gone

 You read paragraphs in one go

 Reading with a proper objective

The training takes three days. The first two
days of training are back-to-back with the
third being scheduled after 3-5 weeks

 Reduction of “skipping back”

 Making extracts by Mind Mapping

 Your concentration increases

 Effortless erasing reading blockages
 You can scan books, reports, etc.

significantly

A day takes from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., with
3 breaks for coffee, lunch and tea.

 Advanced memory control techniques

Investment

 Visual reading; "sub-vocalisation” in your  Erase impeding convictions about

The costs for this training R 4595.00 ex Vat.

Ask your questions or subscribe:

 Eliminate awkward reading strategies
reading

mind decreases
 A decrease in sensitivity to distractions

Lilandi - office@orionimex.co.za
Cell+27 76 903 5801
Office - +2741 3683054
Leisha Brooks - leisha.brooks@me.com

Training location
ETC (Eastcape Training Centre)
Spondo St, Struandale, Port Elizabeth

Advanced Program

SmartReading has a beneficial effect on dyslexia

On the first day you will experience that visual
reading works for you. On the second day you will
read a book with a fourfold increase in your reading
speed.
The framework for the first two days of training
includes:
• Introduction and setting goals
• Baseline reading test
• Memory test
• Internal dialogue
• Activation of your “visual reading centre”
• Visualisation and setting the reading goal
• The SmartReading process
• SmartReading exercises
• How your brain works
• Beliefs and mental blocks
• SmartReading and Mind Maps
Practice Period
Your homework between the first and second part of
the training consists of SmartReading three books.
These books are supposed to be on a subject that
interests you, but do not, as yet, have much
knowledge about. These three books should each
have approximately 250 pages and you should
spend a maximum time of 2½ to 3 hours per book.
The framework for day three includes the following:
• Advanced Mind Mapping of the three books
you have read
• Advanced SmartReading exercises
• A discussion of the three books, which you have
been reading using the SmartReading technique.
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